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Abstract—The standardized security architecture proposed by
ETSI for 5G networks provides six security domains covering
network access and secure implementation of network services.
However, this architecture does not specify detailed solutions for
access control for web services and user credentials management.
This paper proposes a new access control and service authoriza-
tion protocol for the network services using MEC edge servers.
Our solution does not slow down the performance of services in
the 5G network. The advantage of this solution is that it allows
you to solve some network security problems resulting from
virtualization techniques (SDN and NFV) applied in constructing
contemporary mobile networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE FIFTH-GENERATION mobile networks are designed

to provide network services with extremely high re-

quirements in terms of bandwidth, the number of devices

supported, latency, energy consumption, etc., see [1]. It en-

ables the support of participants of mass events with good

quality of service, the implementation of real-time services

for telemedicine, monitoring and control of technological

processes, and many others. However, it may not be possible

to simultaneously meet all 5G quality requirements. Therefore,

particular configurations of network services, called slices,

have been proposed [2], [3]. In slices, the network parameters

are adapted to the specific needs of a given application,

for example, a virtual industry instance or its particular use

case, see [4]. In order to effectively implement network

slices designed for the needs of verticals in the 5G network

infrastructure, it is necessary using virtualization techniques.

5G networks use SDN technology [5] to implement network

traffic management and NFV technology [6] to enable flexible

network deployment and dynamic operation. SDN and NFV

technologies also allow the use of modern security solutions

integrated with a centralized network controller, for example,

the IDS / IPS system, see [7]. Another solution that allows

improving network service quality is using edge servers with

applications designed to support it. This solution is most

effectively implemented with the use of MEC (Multi-access

Edge Computing) technology, see [8].

Modern mobile networks of the 5th generation (and higher)

are a result of the interaction of SDN and NFV virtualization

technologies and MEC edge services technology [9]. From a

functional point of view, we can call them 5G MEC networks;
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they combine mobile access to resources and services of high

quality. Organizationally, such networks require the coopera-

tion of many stakeholders participating in the implementation

and use of web services. Ensuring the harmonious collabora-

tion of all participants of the network services market while

ensuring the necessary quality requirements and network limi-

tations is a major technological challenge. However, providing

the quality of a web service in 5G MEC networks cannot be

at the expense of security. In particular, resource and service

access protection methods can be a network service bottleneck.

Therefore, an access control system adapted to the architecture

of web services in 5G MEC networks is necessary for their

proper functioning.

This paper aims to propose a new access control scheme

for 5G MEC-hosted services that guarantees high service effi-

ciency at a level of security similar to other modern network

access control systems. It makes the network providers and

the MEC-hosted service providers independent of external

identity providers. It ensures strong user authorization to use

services in the scope compliant with the applicable security

policy. In addition, the system optimizes the operation of

the network transmitting data related to the service. It also

allows, if necessary, to interact with external identity providers

in terms of primary user authentication. This system allows

for the improvement of accessing services and granting per-

missions to users and increases the efficiency of the service

implementation process.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

II presents the standardized 5G security architecture and its

basic access control domains. Section III reviews modern

lightweight network authentication protocols that can be used

for authentication and authorization on 5G MEC networks.

Section IV presents the outline scheme of the 5G MEC access

control architecture used in the special use-cases. Section V

defines the optimized access control protocol for 5G MEC-

hosted services. Section VI proposes possible improvements

and optimizations of components, algorithms, and protocols

supporting the access control system. Section VII presents the

security advantages of the proposed solution and Section VIII

concludes the paper and outlines the future work.

II. 5G NETWORKS AND ACCESS CONTROL

The ETSI standard [10] proposes the 5G network security

architecture. The architecture covers essential network security
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Fig. 1. Overview of the 5G security architecture [10].

elements, particularly network access control and network

services access control.

Secure access to 5G MEC web services consists of two

steps. The first one is secure 5G network access that enables a

UE to authenticate and access the network securely (domain (I)

in Fig. 1), including the 3GPP access and Non-3GPP access,

and in particular, to protect against attacks on the (radio)

interfaces, see [10]. This step is provided by network operators

and is based on 5G standardized solutions. The second step

is included in the application domain security (marked as

domain (IV) in Fig. 1). It consists of security features enabling

applications in the user and provider domains to exchange

messages securely. This security area is in the competence of

the service providers, particularly the MEC services providers.

To ensure end-to-end security in 5G networks, the security

architecture of the standard [10] should be significantly ex-

panded. We must consider such elements as the end-user

devices, the edge server services, and the computing cloud

in which the service provider’s resources are located in the

network. Such an extended security model has been proposed

in the paper [11].

The use of MEC technology in 5G networks facilitating

the implementation of many services and improving their

efficiency requires further expansion of the access control

security model. In papers [12] and [13], we proposed a

new security architecture with the integrated authorization

mechanisms. Before we present our security architecture and

the access control security protocols, we will briefly overview

the contemporary access control solutions for the web services

proposed in the literature.

III. RELATED WORK ON THE ACCESS CONTROL SCHEMES

In mobile networks, the most popular method of access

control and authorizing users in web services is applying ex-

ternal identity providers, such as Google, YouTube, Facebook,

Okta, Microsoft Active Directory, etc. The offered solutions

use well-known authentication and authorization protocols

such as OpenId Connect, SAML (Security Assertion Markup

Language), and OAuth 2.0. The OpenId Connect [14] is an

open standard used for user authentication. It uses JWT (JSON

Web Token) to deliver claims about the authentication of an

end-user by an authorization server when using a client and

other requested claims. SAML [15] plays a similar role but

uses XML to exchange identity credentials and authorization

data between identity providers and service providers to verify

a user’s identity and permissions. OAuth 2.0 provides secure

delegated access. The application can take action or access

resources from the server on behalf of the user without the

user having to share its credentials. It does so by allowing

the Identity Provider (IdP) to issue tokens to third-party

applications with the user’s consent. OAuth 2.0 [16] most

often provides authorization services for users who have been

authenticated using the OpenId Connect or SAML protocols.

An alternative solution to the authentication and authoriza-

tion problem may be to use methods that do not require a

central identity provider. These include verifiable credentials,

decentralized identifiers, and blockchain. Verifiable Creden-

tials (VC) [17] is an open standard for digital credentials.

VCs contain such information as context, issuer, type, subject,

and identity attributes or a cryptographic proof to ensure their

integrity and authenticity. They can be expressed as JWT, see

[18]. Decentralized Identifiers (DID) [19] is a type of identifier

that enables a verifiable, decentralized digital identity. DIDs

contain cryptographic material, verification methods, or ser-

vice endpoints, which provide a set of mechanisms enabling

independent controllers to prove to check the self-sovereign

identity, see [20], [21]. Blockchain technology can be an

alternative to decentralized authentication and authorization,

see, e.g., [22].

In addition to authentication and authorization solutions

for services in 5G networks, seen as mobile networks with

general architecture, the literature offers proposals for so-

lutions that consider the specific role of edge servers and

MEC technology. It is proposed to provide access to enabler

systems [23] or proxy servers [24] for user authentication and

authorization. In order to improve data transmission, increase

its security and improve efficiency, it is proposed to authorize

the transmitted packets [25] additionally. Solutions of this type

can operate independently or cooperate in identity delivery

systems implemented by global suppliers, creating designs

with high security, high flexibility, and the necessary autonomy

in privacy.

In the literature, you can find works presenting access

control protocols prepared especially for the 5G MEC network

and services hosted in edge servers. For instance, paper

[26] introduced a new access control protocol for the MEC

system model and examined this protocol against user privacy

requirements when sharing information that is not essential to

the edge server-hosted service.

IV. 5G MEC ACCESS CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

Control of access to resources and services is an essential

element of computer network security, and in mobile net-

works, it constitutes the basis for their protection. The access

control system is the central element in our proposed 5G

MEC network security architecture [12]. This section will

outline this architecture, with its security domains and the

core component specification. Our security architecture model

consists of ten security domains that coexist and cooperate,
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Fig. 2. The high-level access control security architecture in 5G MEC.

providing security services in all aspects of the 5G MEC

mobile network functioning. It is related to basic the 5G

security architecture presented in Fig. 1 and its extension

proposed in [11], however, it contains components required

by the MEC technology solutions. It is able to satisfy mobile

networks security requirements enabling simultaneously to

provide web services satisfying 5G networks’ high quality

expectations.

The 5G MEC security architecture designed in [12] consists

of ten security domains. The number of the domains we

consider is higher than those in [10], where six security

domains for the 5G network are defined. This is because it

must connect four network environments: 5G Core Network

(CN), 5G Radio Access Network (RAN), the edge services

provided by the MEC technology, and a new module which is

the MEC Enabler, see Fig. 2. The domains of responsibility

for security in the new architecture partially overlap with the

areas proposed in [10]. To a large extent, they implement

new security functions resulting from applications of the MEC

technology and increase the number of stakeholders in the

implementation of mobile network services. Below we present

the security domains and their areas of responsibility, see Fig.

2.

• NAS (Network Access Security) provides basic security

of user data. It includes confidentiality and integrity of

signaling and user data between the User Equipment (UE)

and the network in the Control Plane (CP) or the Data

Plane (DP). It corresponds to the security domain (I) in

Fig. 1.

• NDS (Network Domain Security) is the secure exchange

of signaling and user data between different network

entities. It corresponds to the security domain (II) in Fig.

1.

• UES (User Equipment Security): this domain contains

software and hardware security at the user’s side, includ-

ing user access to the mobile equipment. It corresponds

to the security domain (III) in Fig. 1.

• AS (Applications Security) is the support for secure

communications between applications in UE and appli-

cations offered by the Service Provider. It is under the

control of the end-user or the Service Provider (in the

Application sub-Plane).

• AKM (Initial Authentication and Key Management):

the security features that enable network functions to

communicate securely. It includes mechanisms for au-

thentication and key management that implement the

unified authentication framework.

• SCM (Security Credentials Management) includes the

service authentication and relevant key management be-

tween UE and the external data-transmitting network.

In our model, the MEC Enabler governs this security

domain.

• SIO (Security Interoperability) (also via MEC) is the

support of the openness of security capability between

the 5G network entity and the external Service Provider.

It also includes the set of features that enable the stake-

holders to know whether a security feature is in operation

or not, which is defined as the security domain (VI) in

[10].

• NSS (Network Slices Security) includes security of

slices in terms like access control, authorization, and

isolation.

• MECS (MEC Security): protection of Service Provider’s

software, virtualization platform (VM), and hardware

supporting the edge server and the MEC host.

• CLS (Cloud Security) includes all solutions to secure

resources and communication inside the cloud and the

operator’s home domain. This domain extends the re-

sources offered by MEC-hosted services to the external

cloud resources.

Two other security domains in Fig. 1 are the Application

domain security (IV), providing the security features that en-

able applications in the user domain and the provider domain

to exchange messages securely, and the SBA (Service Based

Architecture) domain security (V), providing the security fea-

tures that enable network functions of the SBA architecture to

securely communicate within the serving network domain and

with other network domains. In our model, their responsibility

is distributed over AS, SCM, SIO, NSS, and MECS security

domains because of the new important component, the MEC

Enabler. The MEC Enabler acts as an AAA (Authentication,

Authorization, and Accounting) server for all requests before

any connection with MEC. Then, if the request is authorized,

the MEC Enabler will properly control the configuration

process of access to the MEC infrastructure and will create

an information token that will enable to use of selected MEC

services, see Fig. 3. The procedure of token creation and

protection is an example of the solution analyzed and provided

by ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute)

[10]. It involves the JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) Web

Tokens with the appropriate digital signature, see the series of

the RFC documents: [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]. This solution

will reduce the management process and network resources’

utilization for non-legitimate connections. The MEC Enabler

will be responsible for service authentication and relevant
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Fig. 3. The new network architecture with the MEC Enabler.

key management between UE and the external data network

realizing:

• services for legitimate users of the network,

• services for the secured communication (via slices or

protected links),

• main security service for access to the MEC-hosted

services,

• management of access rights by credentials,

• giving credentials to the progression of services consid-

ered as 5G MEC use cases,

• enabling services in the external operator’s domain or

over the cloud.

• Administration Module: this module supports all man-

agement operations and can configure other modules.

• Slice MANO (Management And Network Orchestration):

the role of this module is to manage the slice life cycle in

the MEC area. This manager can also reserve resources

for specific slices and mark them according to service

type, network identification, or any other rule, [34].

• Attribute-Based Access Control: this module stores all

policy data about services, slices, available connections,

and some other MEC information [35].

• Service Management: this module allows checking

available services, their utilization, and the number of

resources dedicated to them. The specific use cases can

also manage the MEC’s services lifecycle using MEC

orchestrator API. However, it is also necessary to imple-

ment load balancing, which analyzes service placement

[36].

• Credentials Management: this module creates tokens

used for authorization of the MEC resources. This mod-

ule’s created token is monitored, refreshed, or deleted

according to service needs [37].

• Billing Module: this module is dedicated to billing

and storing information about MEC usage in different

business models [38].

• UPF MEC Configuration: this module matches and

adequately configures UPF MEC to link proper network

slices with dedicated MEC resources [39]. When each

slice represents another operator, this module establishes

a connection between the operator and the MEC compu-

Fig. 4. Process of UE registration to the 5G network

tation part assigned to it.

• AAA: this module is responsible for authentication,

authorization, and accounting of all requests to MEC

services [40]. After positive verification, UPF MEC Con-

figuration Module prepares a network configuration that

allows creating a connection with the chosen service, and

Credentials Management generates a token for service

authorization. Implementation of this module in the MEC

Enabler will significantly improve the protection of Edge

resources.

V. 5G MEC ACCESS CONTROL PROCEDURE

A. General access control to 5G network

The access control process includes three phases: UE reg-

istration to the 5G network, the discovery of proper UPF

Core, and access to a MEC service. In the registration part,

devices are verified whether they can be connected to the

5G network. In the discovery phase, the network must find

a proper UPF that can communicate with the MEC network.

Moreover, in this phase possibility of establishing a connection

between UPF Core and UPF MEC is checked. Finally, access

to selected MEC services is performed when the UPF Core

can securely communicate with UPF MEC.

The diagram in Fig. 4 represents the communication flow

in phase 1 when the UE tries to register to the 5G network.

The flow in the registration phase was created based on the

registration procedure shown in ETSI Technical Specification

[49]. First of all, UE sends a registration request to the gNB

(RAN) with all necessary information about UE (UE context),

such as SUCI (Subscription Concealed Identifier), last visited

TAI (Tracking Area Identity), Requested NSSA (Network

Slice Selection Assistance Information) and many more. Then,

the RAN chooses AMF (Access and Mobility Management

Function). The AMF performs most of the MME’s functions in

the 4G network. One of these is UE authentication. AMF sends

an identity request to the UE (optional request for additional

data), and when it gets a response, AUSF (Authentication

Server Function) performs the selection procedure. After that,
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authentication messages are exchanged between the AUSF,

AMF, and the UE. Finally, if everything goes correctly, the

UE is registered as reported by the AMF.

In the phase of discovery proper UPF Core(see Fig. 5),

authentication between UE and AUSF is first performed. After

that, the AMF module sends a request to SMF (Session

Management Function) to start the UPF Core discovery and

a selection procedure. In the classical approach to the 5G

MEC , network SMF is responsible for UPF management (e.g.,

configure traffic steering rules), so it must communicate with a

new authentication and authorization service to ensure proper

access control to MEC. To check if UE can access the MEC

service, SMF, through NEF, sends a verification request to

MEC Enabler (MEC EBR). The MEC EBR checks if UE via

UPF CORE can establish a session with UPF MEC and if UE

can use a particular MEC service. As a result of verification, a

token is created. The token contains the necessary information

as a result of two previous checks. If everything is going

well and SMF receives the token, it sends the request to UPF

CORE for an update session. Finally, after receiving a response

about the correct data update from UPF CORE, a sequence of

messages confirming the possibility of sending data from the

UE to UPF CORE and UPF MEC is sent.

The final phase of access control to MEC service is internal

access in MEC infrastructure (see Fig. 6). UPF MEC sends

an application request to TMS (Traffic Management Service).

The TMS is responsible for sending service access information

to the MEC platforms. The MEC platform chooses adequate

service and verifies the received token. After that, the MEC

platform sends a request to the selected service; data from the

service is sent to the UPF MEC and finally to the UE. In this

phase, the proposed message flow is similar to the standard

proposed in RFC 7519 for JWT tokens [32], making it easy

to implement and use.

The descriptions above relate to the general assumptions

made for controlling access to services in the 5G network. In

the context of the 5G MEC network, the description should

be detailed, and this will be done in the next subsection.

B. Steps of created access control protocol

Before accessing the resources hosted in the MEC environ-

ment, some steps should be taken (see Fig. 7). The proposed

authorization process includes actions related to registration

in the 5G network, which are the first condition for accessing

the network [Step 1]. If the first access condition is met, the

client will be correctly registered in the network, and then

it will be able to try to connect to MEC resources. For this

purpose, its request will be authenticated through the second

step of the access control process, which verifies whether the

request can be authorized by the access server dedicated to

the application [Step 3]. After successfully passing the second

step, the request is sent for the policy-based access verification

[Step 5]. At this point, the access policy is checked based

on the knowledge about the device’s origin in the network

and confirmation of the rights to use the indicated resource.

Before making a decision, the policy-based access module

considers many aspects, such as information about the slice

from which the request is sent, a destination of the request,

the user name, and more. Then, according to the stored policy,

MEC Enabler decides whether to send the request to the

application or not [Steps 6-7]. Suppose the request complies

with the policy and in that case, the network element will be

appropriately configured to enable connection from the device

to the application located in the MEC [Step 8]. The exact

course of the authorization process is presented in the points

below:

1) The registration request is sent from the User Equipment

(UE) RAN Access components:

• The request is sent to the Access and Mobility

Management Function (AMF)

• Start of the Primary Authentication between UE and

Authentication Server Function (AUSF) according

to the 5G procedure

• UE establishes NAS security context with AMF

• UE initiates the establishment of a new PDU Ses-

sion by sending NAS message

• AMF selects V-SMF (Visited Session Management

Function) and sends PDU Session context request

• V-SMF sends PDU Session context response.

• H-SMF (Home Session Management Function) ob-

tains subscription information from UDM and ver-

ifies that UE’s request is compliant

• H-SMF sends EAP Request/Identity message to UE

• UE sends EAP Response/Identity message

• H-SMF selects UPF and establishes an N4 Session.

2) H-SMF forwards request to UPF

3) UPF forwards the request containing EAP Respon-

se/Identity message to the MEC Enabler AAA server

(ME:AAA).

4) AAA module verifies if the sent data are correct. After

positive verification, authorized data (user’s contextual

data and positive authorization) are sent to Slice MANO.

5) Slice MANO based on available resources information

on local MANO slice resource database extends au-

thorization data with the slice data such as priority of

the request, identifiers of requested slice/slices, service

localization

6) ABAC module checks data collected from Slice MANO

in the context of one of the access policies located in

a local ABAC policy database. Finally, slice data and

ABAC verification information are forwarded to the Cre-

dentials Management module after positive verification

authorization data.

7) Credentials Management entity creates JMAT token

based on gathered data from ABAC entity. It sends it

with configuration data (service localization, priority of

handling requests, required types of UPF, slice ID, and

network token ) to the UPF Configuration module.

8) ME: UPF Configuration module based on configuration

data from Credentials Management module sets network

configurations on UPF Core and UPF MEC to establish
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Fig. 5. Process of discovery proper UPF Core

Fig. 6. General process of access to a MEC service

a connection to the service.

9) The request is transferred to the service located in the

MEC environment.

10) UE establishes an End-to-End connection with the re-

quested MEC:App.

As presented in the process description, the central role of

the MEC Enabler in the authorization process is to add another

access control step (based on verification of additional context

information). This step increases the security of connection

with the MEC environment and allows the protocol to be

extended by other steps in the future. Currently, the policy

verification process makes binary decisions - it may allow

access or decline the connection.

Naturally, the data flow from Fig 7 shows the connection

part to the MEC service, not the management of the estab-

lished connection. In addition, the service access token must

be verified for its validity (e.g., token lifetime, data validity in

the token, etc.).

VI. POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS AND OPTIMIZATIONS

This section describes entities that might be improved in

the overall architecture presented in this paper.

A. JMAT token generation

In the past, during the design and implementation of JMAT

tokens, we decided to improve its structure. The detailed re-

sults were described in [13]. Below are the key improvements

that reduced the generation time:

• Reorganize the way of storing the data - we utilized a

file system with directories and proper file naming as a

data structure that exposes the quick find operation.

• Avoid JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) deserialization,

also called JSON parsing - deserialization is a widely

used operation in Object Oriented Programming, however

it might be time-consuming. We decided to utilize the

knowledge about the exact object structure that must be

deserialized to read needed data.
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Fig. 7. Steps of created access control protocol

B. Py-ABAC rules and rule evaluation

We utilize ABAC (Attribute-Based Access Control) ap-

proach to manage access control to services for users. We

use the py-ABAC library, described widely in [27]. Incoming

requests might be denied or allowed with py-ABAC policies

evaluation during Step 6 in the process in Fig. 5. The py-

ABAC engine evaluates the final boolean decision (deny or

allow the request) with rules stored in the memory or database.

Each rule gives a boolean result, and the final result is

calculated by n-ary OR or AND operation over those rules. In

the worst scenario, the engine requires all rules to be evaluated

to obtain the result. This algorithm could be improved by

properly ordering the rules first to check those rules that

determine the final decision. As a result, the average time

needed for request analysis might decrease if rules are ordered

properly. The first rule to evaluate might also be selected by

a classification algorithm executed with the request’s data and

context.

C. Token verification after authorization

According to the concept of MEC Enabler, each first service

request must be checked if it is authorized to the service

and if it complies with the access policy. After passing the

authorization process, an access token is generated. This

token contains important information that confirms connection

access to the service and data for authentication.

When the service implementation status does not change,

the token validation causes unnecessary delays because the

other parameters are the same apart from the token validity.

Limiting the validation process only to check the token’s

validity would be sufficient.

When a service implementation status has changed, the

token validation should be extended with additional policy

verification. It would be sufficient first to limit verification

with altered parameters and check if they fulfill policy needs.

The expected benefit is to reduce the time and resources

needed for token validation. This approach might expose the

authentication engine to some attacks based on token spoofing

attempts or cheating the token policy.

D. Early evaluation

Incoming requests require authentication. The system could

classify the request as pre-approved or pre-rejected based on

the request’s header and content (the early evaluation). When

the request is pre-approved, the needed resources to establish

the connection are collected, and the link is created before the

request is authenticated and authorized. The expected benefit

is the reduction of the latency for link creation. The main

risk is the unavailability of needed resources for other valid

requests due to pre-approvals. The classification algorithm

might be applied here. Every decision made by the algorithm

is validated by the authentication and authorization process, so

with every request, the accuracy of the classification might be

better. The over-learning problem should be addressed, e.g.,

by some data retention.

The approved request could be handled by MEC service

or external (cloud) service. Thus, the early evaluation might

return the following results: deny the request, take by MEC

service, handle by cloud service.

VII. SECURITY ASPECTS OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION

As we presented in the Introduction, the 5G mobile net-

works take full advantage of virtualization technologies (SDN

and NFV) and the location of services in edge servers (MEC)

to guarantee the highest quality of services. However, all these

technologies require an innovative approach to the problem of

network security and the security of MEC applications. On the

one hand, virtualization technologies and shared infrastructure

increase the network’s vulnerability to attacks due to the open-

ness of components that perform data transmission and other
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network functionalities. Another issue is the fact that different

stakeholders simultaneously use network functionalities. On

the other hand, the transparent structure of the network with

centralized traffic control allows the creation new level of

security supervision. For example, a network controller with

SDN technology can validate packages for different aspects.

Consequently, it can be used to build a uniform decentralized

IDS protection system covering all network nodes and super-

vising the correctness of packet flow, see [43]. In this case,

responsibility for the entire system relies on the controller side.

The problem of the effect of using programmable network

technology on the network’s security is extensively studied

and has extensive literature, see, e.g., [44].

Among the various security methods proposed in the mod-

ern 5G MEC networks, an independent access control and user

rights management system can significantly improve network

security. The new access control architecture proposed by us,

with the central element of the MEC Enabler, fully meets

this expectation. It is compatible with network components

belonging to different operators. Thus, in the control plane of

SDN-based networks, a crucial vulnerability is the centralized

single point control resulting in a global view of the network

and exposing the underneath topology of a system [41]. In

the literature, the proposed remedy is extending the Open

Flow protocol to enable communication of the security policies

between the security applications in the Controller to the

agents in the switches, see [45]. In our solution, the MEC

Enabler can improve the security of connections to the MEC

by an additional layer of traffic control. Even when the MEC

Enabler system is down, this will not impact the connectivity

because the network without additional protection will be

managed in a legacy manner (of course, in this case, security

improvement done by MEC Enabler will not be available).

In the data plane, a critical vulnerability is that there is

no standardized authentication mechanism in the switch for

input traffic or incoming buffer data. Thus, erroneous flow

alternation is possible. In the literature, the possible solutions

could be using a covert channel defender (CCD), which can

efficiently detect and prevent rule conflicts in the data plane,

see [46]. It can also be an application of the access control

scheme dedicated to a network distributed Intrusion Prevention

Systems [47]. In our security architecture, the MEC Enabler

can authenticate traffic based on JMAT tokens and, what is

more, filter all traffic that has no valid token. Authentication

done by MEC Enabler is multidimensional and includes more

network information about connection such as slice, network

provider, requested MEC application, and others.

Finally, a dangerous vulnerability is that there is no mecha-

nism for identity control in the end-host/control channel. In the

literature, the proposed solution can be cryptographic unique

message identification for each LLDP packet, see [48]. The

MEC Enabler can authenticate and check privileges for all

MEC connections by analyzing the JMAT token. This type of

access policy implemented in the MEC Enabler is essential

for all edge systems. It protects its limited resources from

unnecessary consumption and against dangerous attacks that

automatically drop before reaching the MEC environment.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In the paper, new access control and service authorization

protocol for the network services using MEC edge servers was

described. Firstly, we presented the standardized 5G security

architecture and its essential access control domains. After

that, the reviews of modern lightweight network authentication

protocols that can be used for authentication and authorization

on 5G MEC networks were specified. Next, we described

the newly created access control procedure: starting with the

characterization of MEC Enabler as the main element of the

proposed solution, through the interaction of all 5G MEC

network elements in the implementation of access, and finally

presenting the advantages of the solution in terms of security.

In future works, we will focus on testing the created access

control process for selected services in our experimental envi-

ronment. We will extend the test bed with the implementation

of new 5G MEC architecture components and prepare their

verification in terms of the requirements enforced on 5G

network services. Moreover, we plan to optimize the access

control system according to several criteria, e.g., the applied

resources and operations costs, its impact on QoS/QoE, ex-

pected risks and security level (Quality of Protection), etc.

Finally, we would like to improve authentication mechanisms

in the MEC Enabler by using Machine Learning algorithms

for advanced policy analysis to reduce the time needed for the

authentication and authorization procedure.
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